
A transcription of the Cambridge Glass Co. Mold Order Book covering the 
years 1950 thru 1957. The original is in the Degenhart Museum, Cambridge 
Ohio and was not available for photocopying. 

A single page was copied as an example and it is attached. This is so 
the format of the original is apparent to the reader. Note the comment 
regarding the pencil entries on the right hand side of each entry. These 
do appear to be dollar amounts even though no $ ever appears. 

Mark Nye 
Summer 1985 
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Mold Orders 1950 

Jan 

Jan 

7 

7 

1174 Square Bread and Butter Plate(Old mold was 
scrapped) 	New Mold to be made to make this item 
in Ebony 

1176 81i" Square Salad Plate 	(Old Mold was 
scrapped) 	New Mold to be made to make this 
item in Ebony. 

6395 
180.02 

6396 

204.75 

Jan 23 Tuxedo 14 oz. footed tumbler bowl 6397 

Jan 27 Club foot to fit the Tuxedo 10 oz. tumbler bowl, 6398 
like plastic model 	(already made) 47.70 

Jan 27 Spade foot to fit the Tuxedo 10 oz. tumbler bowl, 6399 
like plastic model. 45.90 

Jan 27 Diamond foot to fit the Tuxedo 10 oz. tumbler bowl, 6400 
like plastic model. 28.80 

Jan 27 Heart foot 	to fit the 	Tuxedo 10 oz. tumbler bowl, 6401 
like plastic model. 36.00 

Feb 18 0692 New 	DTM plate for our P. 733-3 inch ash tray, 
lettered "John J. Sh yock Company" 75th Anniversary 

6402 

1875-1950. 	Their mold 40.00 11.70 

Mar 3 3011 Cordial stem 	(replacement) 6403 
55.80 

Mar 31 0693 Ash Tray with 	peg well center, as per wood 6404 
model. 	Paul Ernest Perry 	New York NY 183.00 19.80 

Mar 31 0694 New Marie mold for the 3900/111 - Mayon bowl. 6405 
Marie to be plain round. 	R. Wallace Wallingford 

ow CT. 	81/ (Note on original 81 is written in Ink. 	) 

Jun 7 Pris. 432-Tray 7" with peg like wood model. 	Peg 6406 
Lo fit 628 candlestick. 27.45 

Jun 7 Pris. 428-3 part plunger to fit the 	Pris 432- 6407 
7 inch tray. 63.45 

Jun 9 1437 Branch 	(replacement) 6408 
219.26 

Jun 9 1401 low goblet. 	3 " foot. 	Stem as per plastic 
model. 	Tall goblet bowl. 

6409 

Jun 9 1401 low sherbet. 	2 3/4 	" foot. 	Stem as per 
plastic model. 	Tall sherbet bowl. 

6410 

Jun 15 3790 goblet bowl as per wood model. Stem as per 6411 
square plastic model. 72.70 



Mold Orders 1950 (cont) 

Jun 

Jun 

Jun 

15 

15 

15 

3779 low goblet stem like plastic model to fit 3779 
goblet bowl. 

7966 Oyster Cocktail like wood model. 

7966 10 oz. footed tumbler. 	Make model for 

6412 
59.18 

6413 
21.60 

6414 
approval. 16.80 

Jun 15 30 bobeche for Cambridge Arms. 	Dia. of No. 	19 
to take 6 prisms. 	Hole in center of diameter to 

6415 

fit over 	center candle well of 1563 arm. 72.90 

Jun 16 3795 Goblet. Bowl as per glass model. Heart shape 
stem as per plastic model. 	To be made with 3" 

6416 

arched foot. 58.14 

Jun 16 Caprice 31 - 13" Calv-! Salver 	with peg to fit the 6417 
628 candlestick. 	Made from the 	3600/170 	cake 
salver mold. 	Peg to be in plunger; 	alter the 
Caprice 	pattern as sketched in glass sample. 
4 toes in salver to be made long enough so the 
item can be set on table without the peg 
touching. 15.30 

Jun 20 1902 blown tumbler as per wood model for shrimp 
bowl. 

6418 

Jul 24 3790 low sherbet. Bowl like wood model using 6419 
same stem as goblet.To be made with 3" foot. 80.78 

Jul 24 3790 Wine. 	Bowl like wood model; use cock- 6420 
tail stem; with 2 1/8 " foot. 62.33 

Jul 24 3790 Claret. Bowl like wood model; use cock- 6421 
tail stem; with 24" foot. 80.04 

Jul 24 3790 Cocktail. 	Bowl like wood model. 	Stem 6422 
like plastic model. 	24" foot. 57.09 

Jul 24 3790 Cordial. 	Bowl like wood model. 	Stem like 6423 
plastic model; 	with 1 5/8" foot. 57.07 

Jul 24 3790 12 oz. 	footed tumbler. 	Bowl like wood model; 6424 
stem like plastic model; 	with 3" foot. 65.29 

Jul 24 3790 5 oz. footed tumbler. 	Use Claret bowl; 6425 
stem like plastic model; with 2 7/16" foot. 64.51 

Aug 16 3790 Oyster Cocktail. 	Bowl like wood model. 6426 
Stem like plastic model. To be made with 
2 3/4 " foot. 	Make bowl mold and stem mold. 32.39 

Aug 21 0695 Cigarette holder. 	(Blow mold) 	Paul Ernest 6427 
Perry 	New York NY $63 	(original entry for $63 was 
in ink) 	(To be blown 3/16 " thick) 12.60 



Mold Orders 1950 (cont) 

Sep 

Sep 

Oct 

22 

22 

10 

3103 10 oz. goblet stem 	(New stem) 

3103 Cocktail stem 	(new Stem) 

Pris. 	384 11" Oval bowl. 	Replacement mold 

6428 
41.32 

6429 
28.03 

6430 
53.20 

Oct 26 319 Georgian tumbler. 	2 new molds. Replacement 6431 
159.10 

Oct 31 1537.Make new plunger for the 1536 Nappy 	with 
well to take 1633 vase or candle. Like model 

6432 

with wood well. 13.50 

Nov 3 3795 Low Sherbet. 	Make bowl mold like wooden 
model. 	Make stem mold like goblet. 	3 " 

6433 

arched foot. 41.99 

Nov 10 3795 Cocktail. 	Make howl 	mold like wooden 
model. 	Make stem mold like plestic model. 

6434 

24" arcbed foot 45.46 

Nov. 14 3795 Wine. Make bowl mold like wooden model 6435 
Make stem mold like plastic model. 	(Same 
as cocktail stem)With 2 1/8" arched foot. 34.97 

Nov 14 3795 Claret. Make bowl mold like wooded model. 6436 
Make stem mold like plastic model. (same as 
cocktail and wine stem) 	With 24" arched foot 29.89 

Nov 20 1538 Nappy with peg as per wooden model. To 
have well as per model. 	(Original number was 

6437 

1635. Crossed thru and 1538 written above it. 
Ed. 	note.) 

Nov 22 3795 12 oz. footed tumbler. Make bowl mold 
like wooden model and allow for thickness of 
glass wall. 	(Wooden model is inside dimensions) 

6438 

Make stem mold like plastic model. 3" arched 
foot. 58.34 

Dec 6 3795 5 oz footed tumbler. Make bowl mold like 
wooden model. 	(Same as claret bowl.) 	Make 
stem mold like plastic model. 	To have 

6439 

2 3/8 	" arched foot. 35.62 

Dec 6 3795 Cordial. 	Make bowl mold like wooden model. 6440 
Make stem mold like plastic model. To have 
11/2" 	arched foot. 31.36 

Dec 7 1636 Bird Figure with peg. To fit 1563 candle 6441 
arm. 	(Made from 	1137-Flower center) 65.15 



Mold Orders 1950 (cont) 

Dec 

Dec 

11 

20 

3795 Oyster Cocktail. Make bowl mold like wooden 
model. 	Make stem mold like plastic model. 
(Same as 5 oz. 	tumbler stem) 	21/2" arched foot 

0696-3" ash tray.Like wood model. 	To be cut top 
and bottom. 	Paul Ernest Perry New York City NY 
$120 	(ink. 	Ed note) 

6442 

6443 

46.55 

Dec 20 0697- 7" ash tray . 	Like wood model 	with out 
well in center. 	To be cut top and bottom. 

6444 

Paul Ernest Perry. New York City NY $75 	(Ed. 
Note $75 entered in ink) 25.80 

Dec 20 0698-7" ash tray with well in center. Like 
wood model. Note: Make plunger with well to 
fit 0697 mold. Paul Ernest Perry. New York 

6445 

City NY. 	$177 	(entered in ink. 	Ed. 	note) 11.88 

Dec 27 0699-51/2" ash tray as per wood model but with 6446 
no well. 	$162 	(Ed. 	note in ink) 12.83 

Dec 27 0700-51/2" ash tray 	with well as per wood model 6447 
Paul Ernest Perry New York City NY $70 	(Ed. note 
in ink) 18.53 



MOLD ORDERS 1951 

1563-4 Candle holder arm. Two new sets of 	6448 
molds. 	 596.11 

0701 Pris. 384 bowl with Marie as per their 
sample. Farber Bros. New York City NY 
30701Ed. note in ink) 

Jan 18 

Jan 29 6449 

207.48 

Feb 8 1539 	blown peg nappy like glass model except 
that the bowl is to be flat on the bottom 
and the peg 	the same length as on the 1536 
pressed peg nappy. 	Since the article will not 
have to be snapped, the grove in the peg can 
be eliminated. 	See McCartney for any further 
details. 

6450 

47.46 

Feb 8 3900/137-5%2  " comport as per glass model. 6451 
Foot to be made 3 3/4" in diameter.Eliminate 
Marie on bottom of bowl. This comport to be 
finished to fit the 3900/165 candy box 
cover and will be called 3900/138 51/2" candy 
box and cover. 140. 	77 

Mar 2 0702 Cornucopia vase. Private mold to be 
made like open(?) 	sample. 	Extend foot slightly 
to make better balance. 	See W.L. Orme about 
foot. Top edge to be glazed. 	To be made in 

6452 

Crown Tuscan. 	Luigi Alba New York City 
320 	(in ink Ed. 	note) 165.97 

Mar 14 1715 31/2" ash tray like wood model. Make to nest 6453 
Rounded flutes around base. 	The article to be 
made from Shells 	(? original not clear) 	See 
One Mosser about flutes. 80.04 

Apr 4 3550/125 	(Caprice) 	10" 3 compartment celery and 6454 
relish, four toed. 	Size of 3900/126 339.02 

Apr 24 0703 Bird vase with peg. Farber Bros. New York 6455 
NY 	159 	(ed note, 	in ink) 41.44 

Apr 30 Pris. 	578-31/2" Minature cornucopia vase like 
wood model. Pressed flat foot. 	Optic on 

6456 

plunger. Corresponding ribs on top of foot. 278.17 

May 17 Square stem like plastic model to fit 3725 6457 
goblet bowl. 	Flat foot 40.86 

May 22 Round foot 21/2" diameter 	1/2" thick Like plastic 6458 
model. To fit 	Pris. 	12 oz footed tumbler bowl 34.54 

May 22 Square Foot like model. 	1/2" thick. 	21/4" 	square 6459 
To fit 	the new straight sided 12 oz. bowl 55.45 

Jun 1 	3796 12 oz. goblet Pressed round foot 21/2" in 	6460 
diameter. 5/8" thick. Using Pristine 12 oz. 
footed tumbler bowl. Also 16 oz. capacity. 
(Completed) 



Mold Order 1951 (cont.) 

Jun 

Jun 

Jun 

1 

1 

1 

3796 Sherbet. 	Round foot 2 3/4 " in diameter 
5/8" thick. Using Pristine sherbet bowl. 

3796 4% oz. cocktail. Round 	foot 2" diameter 
5/8" thick. Using Pris. oyster cocktail bowl 
cut to 4% oz. 

3796 5 oz. 	footed tumbler. 	Foot 1 3/4" in dia- 
meter. 	5/8" thick. Using Pristine 	5 oz. 
footed tumbler bowl. 

6461 
21.31 

6462 

16.87 

6463 

21.29 

Jun 1 3796 cordial. Round foot 1 3/16" in diameter. 6464 
5/8" thick. Using Pristine Cordial bowl 21.29 

Jun 1 3797 12 oz goblet with square foot 24" in 
diameter. 	5/8" thick. Use straight sided bowl. 

6465 

Like wood model. 	(completed) 104.98 

Jun 1 3797 Sherbet. Foot 2 1/8" 	Square. 	5/8" thick. 6466 
Using Pristine sherbet bowl. 42.78 

Jun 1 3797 4% oz. 	cocktail. 	Foot 1 7/8" square. 6467 
5/8" thick. New bowl mold like wood model. 28.83 

Jun 1 3797 5 oz. 	footed tumbler. Foot 1 5/8" 6468 
Square. 	5/8" thick. 	New bowl mold like 
wood model. 32.66 

Jun 1 3797 Cordial. 	Foot 14" 	square. 	5/8" thick. 6469 
Use No. 	1066 cordial bowl. 26.76 

Jun 16 1629 7" Chimney as per wood model. Approved 6470 
by Altmans 36.85 

Jun 28 3796 7" round bottom salad plate. 6471 
47.11 

Jun 28 3797/22 7" Square bottom salad plate. 6472 
301. 	59 

Jun 28 Pris. 	208 relish, 	no partitions. 	(New plunger 6473 
for Pris. 	207) 14.25 

Jul 10 7966 low wine as per wood model. 6474 
16.26 

Jul 10 7966 low cordial as per 	wood model. 6475 
20.06 

Jul 16 1497-6" two part relish 	(Change handles to 6476 
Pristine  , 	like plastic model.) 44.34 

Jul 16 1498 8" three part relish(Change handles to 6477 
Pristine, 	like plastic model.) 31.35 

Jul 23 3797/82 	12" square footed bowl -57 Square bowl 6478 
-28 plate, 	-36 round bowl. Like wood model. 
Foot 4 11" 	square. 235.18 



Mold Orders 

Jul 27 

Jul 27 

1951 	(cont) 

3797/81 10" Square bowl, 	-49 square bowl, 
-26 plate, 	-35 rose bowl. 	Like wood model. 
Foot 4" square 

3797/165 	Candy box cover. Cube shape knob 
like plastic model. To fit the Pristine 306 
candy box cover. 

6479 

187.95 

6480 

101.97 

Aug 8 New shell and plunger with seat for 1936/437 
bowl. Shell to be made like 1936/431 bowl 

6481 

Also plain plunger for same bowl to make 
1936/424 	caberet with peg on bottom. 73.85 

Aug 24 3797/41 sugar and cream. As per wood model. 6482 
254.12 

Aug 24 3797/127 Mayonnaise bowl. As per wood model. 6483 
127.75 

Oct 

Oct 

8 

18 

3750 Saw Charm - second mold. Pattern $1.71 

3797 71/2" 	square foot vase. Make foot 21/2" 
square. To fit 1237 	vase bowl. Make bowl 

6484 

6485 

3/4" thick. 34.37 

Oct 18 3797 91/2" Square foot Vase. 	Make foot 3" 
square to fit 	1238 vase bowl. Make foot 

6486 

3/4" 	thick. 57.55 

Oct 18 3797 	11" 	Squre foot vase. 	Make foot 31/4" 
square. To fit 1239 vase bowl. Make foot 

6487 

3/4" 	thick. 79.74 

Oct 18 3798 7 oz. 	sherbet. Cube stem as per plastic 6488 
model. 	3725 bowl. 	Make flat foot. 55.01 

Oct 18 3798 41/2 oz. 	cocktail. 	Cube stem like plastic 
model. 3725 Oyster cocktail bowl. Make with 

6489 

flat foot. 	Also to be used as oyster cocktail 27.93 

Oct 18 3798 31/2 oz. Wine. 	Cube stem like plastic model. 6490 
3725 bowl. Make with flat foot. 30.11 

Oct 18 3798 1 oz. Cordial. Cube stem like plastic model. 6491 
3725 bowl. Make with flat foot. 25.30 

Oct 18 3798 12 oz. 	footed tumbler. 	Cube stem like 6492 
plastic model. 	3725 bowl. 	Make with flat foot. 33.73 

Oct 18 3798 5 oz. 	footed tumbler. 	Cube stem like 
plastic model. 	3725 bowl. 	Make with flat foot. 

6493 

Also to be used as a claret. 33.74 



Mold Orders 1951 (cont) 

Oct 23 Pris. 	418 plunger for Pris. 	419 relish. 
Make 5 compartments as per sketch. 

6494 
58.64 

Oct 29 3797/165 	7" candy box and cover. 	Like wood 6495 
model. 	To replace one already made 144.51 

OD Oct 29 3797/120 61/2" two compartment relish. 	Like wood 
model. 

6496 1 ,110/ 

Oct 29 3797/27 	61/2" 	bowl. 	Made from 3797/120 61/2" 	two 
compartment relish without partition. 

6497 

(Ed. Note: Last two entries bracketed with 
entry of 156.66 ) 

Oct 29 

Oct 29 

Oct 29 

Nov  2 

Nov 2 

Nov. 5 

Nov. 5 

Nov. 5 

Nov. 8 

Nov. 16 

o; 
3797/125 8" relish. Three Compartment like 6498 I 4 --  
wood model. 

3797/47 - 8" bowl. Made from 3797/125- 8" 	6499 
relish without compartments. 

(Ed. Note: Last two entries bracketed to-
gether with 224.05) 

3797/67 single candlestick like wood model 	6500c 	5, 
32 - 

3797/16 41/2" individual server or fruit 	 6501 
saucer. 	Using the 3797/67 candlestick 
shell with plain plunger. 

(Ed. note: Last two entries bracketed 
together with 132.39) 

3797/100 41/2 oz. oil and stopper. Double lip 	6502 
Iron Mold. No handle. Blow like the Pris. 
101 cocktail shaker with lips in the mold. 
Stopper not to be ground in but to be made 
so that the shoulder of the stopper rests 
on the top of the neck. 	 124.88 

3797/40 Individual Sugar. Like Wood Model 	6503 
183.56 

3797/40 Individual creamer. Like wood model. 	6504 
111.32 

3797/76 Salt & pepper shaker. Like wood model. 	6505 
To fit chrome top. Iron mold. 	 99.23 

3797/150 61/2" ash tray. As per wood model. 	6506 
Two cigarette rests. 	 287.65 

3797/126 10" celery and relish. Like wood model. 6507 
262.96 



Mold Orders 1951 (cont) 

Nov. 16 3797/48 10" oval bowl. Make plain plunger to 
fit the 3797/126 relish. No partition. 

6508 
193.75 

Nov 21 3797/65 -12" oval bowl. Like wood model. 6509 
354.45 

Nov 21 3797/90 	6" pressed vase. Like wood model. 6510 
217.28 

Dec 19 3797/37 	8" oval tray. 	Like wood model. 6511 
154.67 

Dec 19 3797/80 8" Vase. 	Make vase bowl only to fit 6512 
1 -7/8" 	stemware foot. Foot to be 3/4" thick. 
Like wood model. 46.32 

Dec 21 3797/85 	Paste Mold decanter like wood model. 6513 
To be made from the Pristine No. 85 decanter 
mold. 	Use square foot made from the large 
vase. 	Foot 3 1/4" 	square. 21.71 



MOLD ORDERS 1952 

Jan 

Jan 

7 

7 

321 	12 oz. blown old fashion cocktail. 
As per glass sample. 

0704 candleholder 	with 3400 figure as light 
as can be made to fit 	0582 fitter. 	Fill 
in 	at point marked 	"X" 	on wood model. 
To fit 0582 fitter. Construct mold so if he 
wants 	to buy this with peg on bottom 	that we 

6514 
35.00 

6515 

can do it. 	Farber  387.00 

Jan 11 3797/151 3 3/4" individual ash tray. 	As per 6516 
wood model. 101.81 

Jan 16 3797/92 Vase as per wood model. 6517 
148.23 

Jan 16 3797/52 10 oz. 	table tumbler. 	As per wood 6518 
model. 5.83 

Jan 16 3797/53 5 oz. juice tumbler, 	as per wood model 6519 
16.47 

• 
Jan 16 3797/54 6" comport, as per wood model 6520 

202.66 

Jan 17 3797/29 - 131/2" plate with seat to fit the 6521 
1491 	twin mayonnaise bowl. 	This requires 
new plunger with seat to fit the 3797/82 bowl 
which will be finished 	to 3797/29 plate. 15.44 

Jan 21 3797/103 	11" oval celery tray, 	as per wood 6522 
model. 308.62 

Feb 20 1170 cup. 	New mold like 933 with Marie to be 6523 
snapped up. 	Marie same size as 3400 cup. 16.12 

Feb 20 1170 saucer. Change 3400/50 saucer 	cutting out 
figure of 3400. 	Make new ring 	and reseat 

6524 

plunger to cut out figure of 3400. 70.53 

Feb 20 3797/85 stopper. 	New Mold. 	Make like 0642 
with tapered peg. To fit neck of 3797/85 

6525 

decanter. 52.39 

Mar 18 3797/17 coffee cup , 	like wood model. To be 6526 
made in 	block mold. 174.54 

Mar 18 3797/17 saucer, 	like wood model. 	See W.L. 6527 
Orme Sr. 	for changes. 178.87 

Apr 4 1050 Swan candleholder, 	as per model. 	Size of 6528 
1041 -41/2" swan 	with candleholder and 	bottom 
raised so candle will set straight 97.92 



Mold Orders 1952 	(cont) 

May 7 3797/15 punch or tea cup, 	like wood model. 6529 
107.65 

May 14 3797/23 7" salad plate with shallow base 6530 
Made to ne t better than 3797/22. 55.00 

Jun 3 3797/51 12 oz. 	tumbler, 	like wood model. 6531 
Edges to be made as light as possible. 	To 
take place of old 51 tumbler which has been 
completed. 	Please mark old No. 	51 mold 
"No. 	92-vase." 111.46 

Jun 3 3797/25 91/2" dinner or luncheon plate, 	as 6532 
per wood model 255.69 

Jun 

Jul 

Aug 

18 

14 

1 

0705-51/2" nappy, 	like wood model. 	Base like 
3796 salad plate. 	Carol Stupill(?) 	110 	(in 
ink, 	Ed. 	note) 

3797/20 6" bread and butter plate. 	Make 
plain plunger without seat to fit the 
3797/17 saucer mold. 

3797/129 Mayonnaise plate with seat to fit 
the bowl to be made from the 	3797/22 plate 

6533 

78.50 

6534 

3797/17 total 

6535 

mold, with new plunger. 5.04 

Aug 7 1953 goblet. 	Make bowl like 	wood model. 6536 
Bowl to be blown heavy with a heavy sham 

Stem mold for 1953 goblet.Make stem like 
plastic model 	to fit bowl like 3790 stem 
See ABO when making stem. Flat foot 3 1/8" 115.35 

Oct 10 1953 sherbet. 	Bowl as per wood model. 6537 
Stem as per plastic model. 	3 1/8" flat foot. 80.26 

Oct 10 1953 cocktail. Bowl as per wood model. Stem 6538 
as per plastic model. 	2 3/8" flat foot. 74.50 

Oct 10 1953 Wine. 	Bowl as per wood model. 	Stem 6539 
as per plastic model. 	2" flat foot. 79.55 

Oct 15 1953 Cordial. Bowl like wood model. 	Stem 6540 
like plastic model. 	1 5/8" flat foot. 74.80 

Oct 15 1953 5 oz. 	footed tumbler. 	Bowl like wood 
model. Stem like plastic model. 	2 3/8" 

6541 

flat foot. 79.55 

Oct 15 1953 12 oz. footed tumbler. 	Bowl like wood 
model. 	Stem like plastic model. 	3 1/8" 

6542 

flat foot. 80.75 



Mold Orders 1952 (cont) 

Nov 20 3147 Goblet. 	Use 3143 12 oz. 	tumbler bowl to 
be made with straight optic. 	Stem like 
plastic model. 	Flat foot. 

6543 

24.52 

Nov. 	20 3147 Saucer champagne. 	Use 3143 saucer 
champagne bowl. To be made with straight 

6544 

optic. 	Stem like plastic model. 	Flat foot. 24.52 

Nov. 	20 3147 Cocktail. 	Use 3143 cocktail bowl. 6545 
To be made with straight optic. 	Stem like 
plastic model. 	Flat foot. 41.30 

Nov. 	20 3147 Cordial. 	Use 3143 cordial bowl. 6546 
To be made with straight optic. 	Stem 
like wood model. Flat foot. 54.13 

Nov. 	20 3147 14 oz. footed tumbler bowl like wood 
model. 	Flat foot cast on bowl. 	No stem. 

6547 

Bowl to be made with straight optic. 25.45 

Nov. 	20 3147 	5 oz. 	footed tumbler. 	3143 	5 oz. No mold 
bowl with flat foot. 	Cast directly on order 
bowl. Not stem. needed. 

Dec. 	16 Heirloom Jug Vase. 	Make like wood model with 
spot for stuck handle. 	Same figure as jug 

6548 

sample. 158.98 

Dec 29 3797/69 	Oval cupped double candlestick 6549 
as per wood model 333.83 

Dec 29 1339 3 holder candlestick with 5" cast 6550 
foot. 	As per lead and wood model. 495.72 



MOLD ORDERS 1953 

Jan 

Jan 

Jan 

Jan 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5000/122 7" two compartment relish. 	Make 
two compartment plunger only. 

5000/124 7" three compartment relish. Make 
three compartment plunger only. 

5000/41 	sugar. 	Make mold as per cut off 
glass sample. 

5000/41 Cream. 	Make mold as per cut off 

6551 
34.24 

6552 
38.52 

6553 
187.29 

6554 
glass sample. 128.96 

Jan 6 5000/3 	cocktail, 	as per model. 6555 
72.76 

Jan 6 5000/5 5 oz. 	footed juice, 	as per model. 6556 
110.29 

Jan 22 5000/13 	sherbet, 	as per model 6557 
105.88 

Jan 22 5000/40 Individual sugar, 	as per model 6558 
141.55 

Jan 22 5000/40 Individual cream, as per model 6559 
180.08 

Jan 22 5000/65 Oval bowl, as per model 6560 

Jan 22 5000/126 Oval 3 part relish, as per model 6561 
Plunger only for 5000/65 446.56 

Jan 22 5000/67 Candle stick as per model 6562 
116.79 

Jan 22 5000/76 salt and pepper, 	as per model. 6563 
122.54 

Jan 22 5000/79 32 oz. 	jug, 	as per model 6564 
331.76 

Jan 22 5000/100 oil, 	as per model 6565 
110.34 

Jan 22 5000/100 011 stopper,as per model 6566 
95.06 

Jan 22 5000/136 Comport, 	as per model 6567 
65.25 

Feb 16 5000/24 	91/2" plate, 	make like wood model. 6568 
216.71 

Mar 25 	Virginian 134-101/2" cake salver. Change mold to 	6569 
make top plate flush by adding enought lenght to 
the foot mold to keep the same height as the 
original. Make drawbar attachement for foot 
mold and remove drawbar from the plate mold 	321.84 



Mold Orders 1953 (cont) 

Apr 4 5000/19 5" fruit dish. 	Make mold like wood 
model with the exception of increasing the 
Marie to 	allow plenty of room for grinding 
and still fit the seat of the No. 	23 plate. 
If any questicns, 	see W.L. 	Orme, 	Jr. 

6570 

William 	H. 	Black Company, 	Indianapolis, 	Ind. 162.64 

Apr 4 5000/23 	Plate. 	Make 	new plunger for 5000/22 
plate with seat to fit the 5000/19 fruit dish, 
as per wood model. 	If any questions, please 
see W.L. Orme, 	Jr. 	Made for William H. 	Black 

6571 

Co. 	Indianapolis, 	Ind. 

Apr 6 P. 	290 oil bottle,like wood model. Should be 
made from P. 	293 mold. 

6572 

Apr 6 P. 	290 Oil stopper,like wood model. 	See 6573 
W.L. 	Orme, 	Jr. 34.24 

Jun 5 913 watch glass 	( back to original 6574 
Ricky gave to Ray Kimble) 20.33 

Jun 12 3797/476 111/2" punch bowl. 	To be made same 
same size and shape as 	P. 	476 punch bowl 

6575 

Plunger to be made with round bottom instead 
of flat. 	same as other 3797 bowls. Make 
wood model to decide dimensions of square 
foot. To be made from the same mold will be 
the 	3797/58 	151/2" 	salad bowl. 254.93 

Jun 12 3797/165 candy box and cover. 	Replacement 6576 

Jul 27 1936/572 6" vase. 	New shells. 6577 
121.14 

Jul 27 3900/17 saucer. 	New mold 6578 
84.57 

Sep 16 1936/54 5" 	comport. 	(Replacement) 6579 
452.34 

Sep 16 1338 candleholder. 	(Replacement ) 6580 
135.94 

Sep 16 3725 Wine. 	(Replacement) 6581 

Sep 16 3600/250 Individual sugar. 	(Replacement) 6582 
(see creamer) 

Sep 16 3600/250 Individual cream. 	(Replacment) 6583 
246.91 

Sep 16 1936/253 Cream. (Replacement) 6581 

Sep 16 2936/253 Sugar.(Replacement) 6585 
(bracketed with Cream) 346.64 



Mold Orders 1953 (cont) 

Sep 

Sep 

16 

16 

3797/48 10" oval dish. 	(Replacement.) 

628 candlestick. 	(Replacement.) 

6586 
108.41 

6587 

Sep 16 3700- 5 oz. 	footed stem.(Replacment.) 6588 
87.60 

Oct 19 3797/151 	Ash tray. New mold. 6589 
162.34 

Oct 19 3797/476 Punch Bowl. New shell and valve 6590 
only. 120.45 

Oct 19 1563 Cambridge arm. 	New Mold. 6591 
456.62 

Oct 19 3750 Saucer Champagne. 	New stem mold. 6592 
87.61 

Oct 26 3797/49 9" nappy. 	Make new shells. 6593 
66.79 

Oct 26 3797/57 	11" Nappy. 	New shells. 6594 
401.15 

Oct 26 P.360 shakers. 	Two molds 6595 
61.51 

Oct 27 P. goblet stem mold like old low sherbet stem 6596 
mold. 46.09 

Oct 27 Pristine cordial stem. 	Mold like model 6597 
56.94 

Oct 28 7966 5 oz footed tumbler, as per wood model 6598 
83.00 

Oct 29 7966 12 oz. 	footed tumbler. 	Bowl only. 6599 
24.90 

Nov 10 1067 goblet stem as per plastic mold. 	See 6600 
W.L. 	Orme, 	Jr. 	(1066 stem made smooth) 143.99 

Nov 27 3400/139 	shaker. New Mold for Farber 6601 

Dec 23 1564 Base Cambridge Arms, 	like altered model. 
ribbed center base. 

6602 



MOLD ORDERS 1954 

Jan 8 1067 Sherbet stem mold. 

Jan 8 1067 cocktail stem mold. 

Jan 8 1067 12 oz footed stem mold 

Jan 

Jan 

Jan 

Jan 

Jan 

Feb 

Feb 

Mar 

Mar 

Apr 

Apr 

Apr 

May 

May 

May 

8 

8 

18 

25 

26 

18 

22 

23 

25 

2 

2 

6 

6 

6 

12 

31 

6603 

6604 

6605 

1067 5 oz. footed tumbler stem 
	

6606 

1067 Cordial stem mold 
	

6607 

747 Cigarette box cover. Change as per 
	

6608 
wood model. 

Canoe 
Pris. 737- 7" oval/shape ashtray, like wood 

	
6609 

model. To be finished in glazer. 

P. 	387, 	P. 	388 	oval 	mayonnaise and double 
mayonnaise bowl for Farber. 	Our Mold. Like 
our 384 bowl and like Farber 0701. Like wood 
model. 	Two plungers, 	one plain and one with 
partitions. 	See W.L. 	Orme, 	Jr. 	P. 	387 is 
with  partition. 

6610 

Caprice 478 punch bowl. 	Made from the 1402/77 6611 
13" punch bowl mold. Please make outline drawing 
showing how figure will be laid out on the bowl 
and foot. 	See Orrie Mosser 	in regard to 
any change in the footAhat would make it work 
better. 

3550/125 12" three part celery and relish. 	Make 
new figured bottom like 	Caprice 102 9" pickle. 

6612 

New valve only. 

W. 	55 10 oz. table tumbler. Pressed like plastic 
model. 

6613 

Bobeche 	to be made from 2370-63 mold. Hole to 
be made by knock out at the press. A bend to be 

6614 

placed on edge of the article to prevent crizzleing 
Diameter of hole to be same as the imported 
sample. 

3900/52 butter and cover as per wood model. 6615 

3550/52 butter and cover 	as per wood model. 6616 

3500 	cocktail stem. 	New Mold. Replacement 6617 
See W.L. 0. Jr before making mold. 

3797/208 Cambridge Square cigarette box and 
cover 	as per wood model 

6618 

3797/57 11" nappy. No. 6 set. 	 6619 

1066 goblet stem. 	 6620 



Mold Orders 1954 (cont) 

May 20 	Pristine 41 sugar as per wood model. 
(Ed. note - This entry was marked Cencelled 
in pencil.) 

May 20 	Pristine 41 Cream as per wood model. 
(Ed. Note - This entry was marked Cancelled 
in pencil.) 

May 20 	Pristine 67 Oval nappy as per wood model 
Pristine 68 Make plunger with candle well 
to fit 61 mold like wood model 
(Ed. note - This entry was marked Cancelled 
in pencil.) 

May 24 	7966 sherbet bowl like new mold 

May 25 	0706 6" by 21/2" oblong liner with waffle 
bottom. Farber 190 
(Ed. note - This entry had Cancelled 
written over it.) 

Jun 17 	Caprice 15 punch cup with open handle. See 
W.L.0 Sr. for design. 
(Ed. note - This entry and Cancel written over 
it) 

Jun 17 	Caprice 137 5" blown comport. New stem mold 
like 3790 stemware. Optic block if necessary 

Jun 17 	Optic blocks for the following 
Caprice 77 - 6004 - 8" Vase 
Caprice 78 - 1237 - 9" Vase 
Caprice 79 - 1238 - 11" Vase 

Jun 28 	Caprice 44 Sugar and Cream. Like wood model. 
This will take the place of the old 38 sugar 
and cream which have been discontinued. 
(Ed. note - on page opposite of this entry is 
written Cancel in pencil. 

6621 

6622 

6623 

6624 

6625 

6626 

6627 

6628 

6629 



MOLD ORDERS 1955 

June D.F. 	Ol Size 10 Right Glove dipping form. 

(Ed. 	note. 	Only entry for Juno_ 1955) 

Aug 10 3797/48 	Oval 10" bowl. 	Replacement 6630 

Aug 15 0707 Ash tray for Vandium Corp as per 
wooden model. 	3797 square foot. 

6631 

Oct 10 1956/1 10" ash tray as per wood model. 6632 

Oct 10 1956/2 peg for 1956/1 ashtray as per wood 
model. 

6633 

Oct 10 1956/3 Flower block to fit 1956/1 10" 
ashtray,as per wood model. 

6634 

Oct 10 1956/4 Optic block for 1633 5" peg vase. 6635 
Note: already made. 

Oct 10 1956/5 8" ashtray. 	Same shape as 1956/1 6636 
-10 ". 	As per wood model. 

Oct 17 A56 goblet stem. Also is stem for sherbet 6637 

Oct 17 A56 Ice tea stem. Also is stem for cocktail 6638 

Oct 17 A56 	5 oz. 	juice stem. Also is stem for wine, 
claret and cordial. 

6639 

Oct 17 1956/10 	Square coaster ashtray as per wood 
model. 

6640 

Oct 24 A56 81/2" salad plate as per wood model 6641 

Dec 1 1517 -6" vase 	(Change from an old mold) 6642 

Dec 1 1518 8" vase 	(Change from an old mold) 6643 

Dec 1 1519 10" vase 	(Change from an 	old mold) 6644 

Dec 6 Connoisseur No. 	1 water goblet as per drawing 6645 

Dec 6 Connoisseur No. 2 sherbet as per drawing 6646 

Dec 6 Connoisseur No. 	3 White wine or cocktail 
as per drawing. 

6647 

Dec 6 Connoisseur No. 4 Bordeaux as per drawing 6648 

Dec 6 Connoisseur No. 5 Burgundy or cognac as per 
drawing. 

6649 

Dec 6 Connoisseur No. 	6, 	sherry, 	cognac, whiskey 
sour or liqueur 

6650 

Dec 6 Connoisseur No. 7 Champagne as per drawing 6651 



Mold Orders 1955 (cont) 

Dec 

Dec 

6 

6 

Connoisseur No. 	8 Cordial. Also used for 
cocktail, 	cognac or wine. 

Connoisseur No. 9 Footed double old fashioned 
or beer as per drawing. 

6652 

6653 

Dec 8 0708 Petri dish cover 100mm inside diameter 6654 
15 mm height. Increase degree of drop on inside 

05 cmover wooden model. 	Aloe Scientific Co. 	$100 

Dec 19 1957/100 10" oblong bowl as per glass model 
with the exception the marie is to follow the 
oblong shape instead of being round. 

6655 

Dec 19 1957/101 8" oblong bowl made like 1957/100 
with oblong marie. 

6656 

Dec 27 B56 Goblet stem. 	Change Sweetheart stem to 
pumpkin ball shape. 	Use 3795 bowl and cast 
foot. 	(Ed. note. 	B56 crossed thru with pencil 
and 1957 written in.) 

6657 

Dec 27 B56 Sherbet stem. 	Change Sweetheart stem to 
pumpkin ball shape. 	Use 3795 bowl and cast 
foot. 

6658 

Dec 27 B56 	Cocktail stem. Change Sweetheart stem to 
pumpkin ball shape. Use 3795 bowl and cast foot 

6659 

Dec 27 B56 Wine stem. 	Change Sweetheart stem to 
pumpkin ball shape. Use 3795 bowl and cast foot 

6660 

Dec 27 B56 Cordail stem. 	Change Sweetheart stem to 
pumpkin ball shape. Use 3795 bowl and cast foot. 

6661 

Dec 27 B56 12 oz. 	footed tumbler stem. 	Change 6662 
Sweetheart stem to pumpkin ball shape. 	Use 
3795 bowl and cast foot. 

Dec 27 B56 	5 oz. 	footed tumbler stem. 	Change 6663 
Sweetheart stem to pumpkin ball shape. 
Use 3795 bowl 	and cast foot. 	Also use 
this stem and bowl for claret. 

(Ed. Note: At bottom of page on which the B56 
entries were located, was the following note: 
"Martha, all B56 are known as 3795. 3795 stems 
and bowls used." 	All of the original B56 entries 
said to use 3790 bowl. The zero is written ovser 
with a five .in all cases.) 

(Ed. note: The Dec 19 entries were originally written 
as 1956/100 & 1956/101 and then changed.) 



Mold Orders 1956 

Feb 6 	0709 Ronson base as per blue print. 	 6664 
Their number ( No. 71-4927-A) 

Feb 6 	D. F. 41 Size 10 left glove dipping form 	 6665 

Feb 14 	Virginian No. 166 -131/2" torte plate. Change 	6666 
figure as per cut punch bowl. Same mold as 
428 (Ed. note: Last sentence in pencil and 
not clear) 

Feb 14 Virginian 170-161/2" plate. 	Change figure as 
per cut punch bowl. 	Same mold 	as 478 P. 
bowl. 

6667 

Feb 14 Virginian 207 - 81/2" 	3 compartment celery and 
relish. 	Change figure as per cut punch bowl. 

6668 

Feb 14 Virginian 211 - 10" 3 compartment celery and 
relish. 	Change figure as per cut punch bowl. 

6669 

Feb 14 Virginian 253 - sugar. 	Change figure as per 
cut. 	Make new mold. 

6670 

Feb 14 Virginian 253 - Cream. 	Change figure as per cut 
punch bowl. 	Make new mold 	(Ed. note: 	in last two 
entries, Make n ew mold is written in pencil) 

6671 

Feb 14 Virginian 276 - Mayonnaise bowl. Change figure 
as per cut punch bowl. 

6672 

Feb 14 Virginian 278 - 6" mayonnaise plate. Change 
figure as per cut punch bowl. 	( Was also 121 
bread and butter. 	No seat) 

6673 

Feb 14 Virginian 315 - 6" candy box and cover. 	Change 
figure as per 	cut punch bowl. 	From 281 Mayo 
bowl. 

6674 

Feb 14 Virginian 332 - 	6" bon bon 	one handle. 	Change 
figure as per cut punch bowl. 

6675 

Feb 14 Virginian 427 - 11" crimped bowl. Change figure 
as per cut punch bowl. 	Was 10" nappy, 	now 9". 

6676 

Feb 14 Virginian 478 - 12 " bowl. 	Change figure as per 
cut punch bowl. 	Same mold as No. 	770 plate. 

6677 

Feb 14 Virginian 488 - 5 oz. punch cup. Change figure as 6678 
per cut punch bowl. 

(Ed. note: In all Virginian entries, all comments 
after ....cut punch bowl were written in pencil) 



Mold Orders 1956 (cont) 

Mar 12 1956/105 Salt & Pepper shaker, as per wood 
model. 

6679 

Apr 12 5/1 9 oz. tumbler, made according to drawing 6680 

Jul 13 1957/6 12" oblong ashtray, 	as per wood model 6681 

Aug 7 1957/110 cup, oval base as per wood model 6682 

Aug 7 1957/111 Oval base 6 3/8" saucer, 	as per 
wood model 

6683 

Aug 7 1957/112 Salt & Pepper, 	oval base,as per 
wood model 

6684 

Aug 7 1957/115 84" oval salad plate, 	oval base, 
as per wood model 

6685 

1957/116 10 3/8" oval celery & relish with 
oval base. 3 Compartment. 

6686 

Aug 7 1957/120 Oval base 2 holder candlestick. 6687 
Deep Well 

Aug 8 620 12" battery jar. 	Iron mold. As per 
glass sample. 

6688 

Aug 27 1957 stem to be used for goblet and sherbet 
as per plastic model. 

6689 

Aug 27 1957 ice tea stem. 	Submit model. Reduce 
height of stem about half. 

6690 

Aug 27 1957 stem to be used for claret,5 oz. 	ftd tumbler,6691 
cocktail, wine or cordial. Submit model. 

Aug 27 1957 goblet bowl. Mold as per wood model. 6692 

Aug 27 1957 sherbet bowl mold. Submit model. 6693 

Aug 27 1957 14 oz. footed ice bowl mold. 	Submit model. 6694 

Aug 27 1957 claret or 5 oz. footed juice bowl mold. 6695 
Submit model. 

Aug 27 1957 cocktail bowl mold. 	Submit model 6696 

Aug 27 1957 wine bowl mold. 	Submit model 6697 

Aug 27 1957 cordial bowl mold. 	Submit model 6698 

Aug 29 1957/125 	footed comport. Oval bowl as wooden 
model. Cast foot. 

6699 



Mold Orders 1956 (cont) 

Oct 

Oct 

Oct 

Nov 

24 

24 

26 

2 

1957/41 	Sugar as per wood model. 

1957/41 Cream, 	as per wood model 

1957/127 mayonnaise bowl, as per wood model 

1957/130 	Sweet dish and cover, as per wooden 
model. 

6700 

6701 

6702 

6703 

Nov 8 Virginian No. 	493 21/2" candlestick, 	change 
figure as per cut punch bowl. 

6704 

Nov 26 0710 Cigarette urn as per wood model. 6705 
Vanadium Corp. Charge $370 for mold 
and $55 for etching plate. 

Dec 3 1957/33 	15" torte plate, 	as per wood model 6706 

Dec 3 1957/17 	Celery dish as per glass model. 6707 

Dec 3 1957/121 	1 light candle stick as per wood 
model. 

6708 

Dec 6 1957/114 	101/2" dinner, 	as per wood model 
without feet. 

6709 

Dec 6 1957/113 	Also plunger to make seat for cup. 
(Ed. note: Last entry is a part of the 1957/114 
order and as such the two have one entry number) 

Dec 11 1957/135 oil as per wood model 6710 

Dec 18 319 12 oz ice tea. 	Second mold 6711 



MOLD ORDERS 1957 

Jan 

Jan 

18 

18 

1957/118 3 Compartment relish. 	Weight to 
be the same as other small pieces. 

1957/127 Plunger with seat for the 1957/115 
salad plate to fit the 1957/124 bonbon. 

6712 

6713 

Feb 6 3900/17 	cup. 	Replacement mold. 6714 

Oct 1 3799 Goblet stem. 	Use 3790 bowl and foot 6715 

Oct 1 3799 Low sherbet stem. Use 3790 bowl and foot. 6716 
This stem also to be used for 3799 12 oz ftd. 
tumbler with 3790 bowl and foot. 

Oct 1 3799 Cocktail stem. Use 3790 bowl and foot. 6717 
This stem also to be used for 3799 wine 
with 3790 bowl and foot. 

Oct 1 3799 5 oz. 	footed tumbler stem. Use 3790 bowl 
and foot. 

6718 

Ed. Note: The above entry for the 3799 5 oz. ftd 
tumbler stem was the last entry in the ledger. 


